Ford explorer 4.6 engine

This article will mostly discuss the common 4. The 4. It was first installed in the Lincoln Town
Car. Since its existence, 4. Ford EcoBoost tuner selection guide. Recently, a 4. Therefore, these
common failures are the one that usually exists in the Ford F If your car is not Ford F, but it has
a 4. There is a possibility that you may have trouble starting the engine. It stops abruptly or
does not start at all. The fuel pump in your 4. The pump creates high pressure for the fuel
injection system located in the most recent models of F car gasoline engines. You should know
that the fuel pressure may not be stored after the internal pump devices corrode. If this problem
applies to your vehicle, it is time to replace the fuel pump. The Ford 4. The solenoid is
responsible for closing the starter circuit for the starter to work. If the solenoid fails, you can
skip the connection manually with a screwdriver. However, this is only a short fix. A better
option is to replace the solenoid and start the truck in the usual way. While the cost of labor to
replace the solenoid should not be much, you can save that money by replacing it yourself. It
means your vehicle burns a lot of gasoline. This way, you can also feel the smell of badly
burned gas. This condition is caused by insufficient oxygen burns the gas. The Ford F uses four
oxygen sensors. Each bank has a sensor between the exhaust manifold converter and also one
after the converter. The oxygen sensor is responsible for measuring the free oxygen near the
combustion between the cylinders. Shocks and struts for ford truck buying guide. A truck with a
4. The truck, depending on the model, it will only possess the sensor. The normal wear and tear
rotors reflect the vehicle price on many occasions. This condition afflicts the brake rotors
themselves. Here are the steps to change brake rotors in 4. The inconveniences of overheating
can exist in any 4. However, it is safer to say that these problems are common in older and less
maintenance F versions. To function correctly, the engine temperature control done by either
water or chemical coolant. If the cooling component has a problem, the engine will be
overheating. Have you ever wondered why your 4. When you turn the key and start the vehicle,
keep the start, and then turn off. You keep trying, but the same thing happens. The F pickup has
an EGR valve installed. It is to inspect the gas pipe. The gas tube recirculation valve is
responsible for directing the gas tube in the manifold outlet. Here, the gas cools before it enters
the engine. This process manages to keep the engine clean and running lightly. Otherwise, the
engine shuts down. Most people who have driven the same vehicle or van for a long time have
had to deal with a bad battery in a 4. Since the Ford F is no exception, you should know that
battery removal is essential. This fault is detected when the engine is cold. When starting the
engine, it tends to vibrate a little. However, everything stabilizes and begins to walk generally by
itself after a few minutes. The catalytic converter of your 4. If the catalyst has broken down, you
need to replace it. Ford has created an ignition coil system to give the truck much more power
while minimizing both emissions and fuel consumption. First, verify that the wiring harness of
the coil pack is connected. If the harness is not plugged in, provide a slap in the front, plug it in,
and check the operation of the 4. If the harness is plugged in or is still having an ignition
problem after connecting it, continue with the test process. The TPS Sensor of the 4. To gain
access to the TPS sensor, it is necessary to remove the air filter, hose, and gasket. Then you
must disconnect the electrical connector of the TPS sensor. However, the function will always
be the same and in different ways, you can easily exchange sensors, as long as the connector
matches. This sensor has a very simple function. It lets the computer PCM know the actual
position of the accelerator pedal. To perform the electrical tests of the sensor and its wiring, the
connector must first be removed. Then, you should ensure that the connector pins on the
sensor are not broken, bent, or dirty. It is a variable resistance and does not have any electronic
circuit internally. You must do voltage on the side of the connector that enters the truck as well
as the resistance tests on the APP sensor connector. PCM module or the ECU unit is
responsible for monitoring all engine sensors and given the function to its parameters. The
connectors must also be correctly inserted. Besides, you must confirm that each component
exits without any dirt or corrosion that could compromise the electrical contact. Its function is
to inspect the gas pipe. If you have a slight suspicion that your EGR valve is failing, you must
solve it correctly. First of all, park your truck and let the truck cool down. If you have driven the
truck for a long time, you should let the components cool for about an hour. Then, open the
cover and locate the EGR valve. The valve is usually identified as a metal valve that looks like a
shrimp. Start the engine and observe the EGR valve. The uncovering mechanism should move
smoothly up and down. The uncovering mechanism is the one that controls the gas pipe
circulates in the engine. If it stops working properly, the valve is damaged and must be replaced
or cleaned immediately. In the 4. If the sensor is the one that fails, then that means the engine is
not in real danger, although there is no way to check until you fix or replace the sensor. The first
thing to do is open the hood and find where the oil sensor is located. You will find it in the
engine, on the side of the driver seat near the oil filter. Using your hands, disconnect the
harness sensor. Then, you should remove the oil sensor using an open-end wrench from the

engine block. You must wrap the connection base on the sensor that you will use as a
replacement with Teflon tape. Finally, you must install the new sensor manually using your
hands and tighten the screw once again. There are three versions of 4. There are two valves,
three, and four valves. The two-valve engine was launched in and is still installed on F-series
trucks and E-series vans. Specifications vary depending on the year and application. The
three-valve version of the 4. This version includes a variable camshaft timing VCT and three
valves per cylinder. This version is only installed on some Ford models;. This version has a
double camshaft DOHC and has four valves per cylinder. The most powerful of all is the
supercharged version installed on the SVT Mustang to This version is installed in:. There are
many repairs of the frequent failures of the 4. It will not be complicated if you know what to do.
Finally, you should have the appropriate size of wrenches, screwdrivers, sockets, and suitable
pliers to perform the job correctly. Menu Skip to right header navigation Skip to main content
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5 Common Ford 3. The Ford 4. It was a 4. Later, this engine became the base V8 in the Mustang
GT. This valve DOHC 4. The new Modular 4. Ford's 4. While Windsor iron blocks have "W" letter
and dowel pins at the cross-bolted main caps, Romeo 4. Otherwise, they look the same.
Aluminum blocks came with 6-bolt main bearing caps. The angle between cylinder banks is 90
degrees. Deck height is 8. The engine block features a nearly bore-to-stroke ratio square
configuration that positively affecting on its noise, harshness and vibration characteristics.
Connecting rod length is 5. Modular engines were equipped with six- or eight-bolt crankshafts.
Eight-bolt steel crankshaft was used in truck and high-performance applications, while six-bolt
crankshafts usually were fitted in Romeo blocks under hoods of passenger cars. All engines
came with forged pistons and cracked powdered metal connecting rods from the factory. The 4.
Single camshafts, as well as individual intake and exhaust camshafts in the four-valve version,
are driven by two timing chains by one for each head. Valvetrain for all of them features
low-friction roller rocker arms and hydraulic lash adjusters. The 3-valve cylinder head features
apex-shaped combustion chambers with a centralized spark plug, two intake valves and one
large exhaust valve designed to improve velocity and volume. Ford 4. All valve 4. Each cylinder
has two intake and two exhaust valves. The four-valve heads feature individual intake port for
each intake valve split-port design. In heads were revised, and engineers implemented
tumble-style intake ports where one intake port feeds two intake valves. In that year, they also
replaced the variable runner-length intake manifold by fixed runner-length intake manifold and
changed camshaft profiles. Modular 4. They also fitted with an electronically controlled,
individual coil-on-plug ignition system. Using this engine as a base, Ford developed a bigger 5.
The production of the 4. The last engine of the line was a 4. By that time, the new Modular 5.
Ford's Modular 4. The engine can easily run well over , miles. Some taxi services used Crown
Victorias with 4. But of course, ideal engines do not exist, and this engine has several common
problems and designed flaws that currently are widely known. The first widespread problem is
plastic intake manifold cracking. This problem can be found in 4. In that period, Ford used nylon
composite intake manifold manufactured by DuPont, this manifold was prone to failure without
any warni
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ng or sign. As a result, this manifold can crack and split, the heater hose and coolant
temperature sensor can loosen, which would result in an engine coolant leak and vehicle
overheating. Late in , Ford replaced all-plastic manifold with a revised intake manifold that uses
cast aluminum at the failure points. A short thread depth in the aluminum cylinder heads is the
root of the second common problem - stripping of cylinder head spark plug threads. Be careful
while changing spark plugs on any Ford 4. Ford recommends a threaded insert as the method
to repair of stripped thread and even provides a tool kit specifically for that. Home Ford 4.
Engine Specs Manufacturer. Production years. Cylinder block material. Cylinder head material.
Fuel type. Number of cylinders. Valves per cylinder. Valvetrain layout. Bore, mm. Displacement,
cc. Type of internal combustion engine. Compression Ratio. Torque, lb ft. Firing order. Engine
oil weight. Engine oil capacity, liter. Oil change interval, mile.

